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Were you first married in the Philippines?
By Atty. Imelda Argel, Bachelor of Laws (UP), Master of Laws (University of Sydney)

Marriages solemnised in the Philippines are subject to the Philippine law which does not
recognise divorce. However, a marriage can be declared ‘null and void’ on a number of
grounds, such as a lack of capacity to enter into the marriage, a marriage where one of the
parties is under the legal age for getting married, a marriage between close relatives, a
case of mistaken identity or failure to comply with legal requirements. In cases of
declaration of nullity of marriage, the defect must have existed on or before the time of
the wedding ceremony. The “declaration of nullity” by the appropriate Philippine court
has the effect of invalidating the marriage and makes the partners, free to remarry.

Marriages solemnised outside the Philippines in accordance with the laws in force in the
country where they were solemnised, and valid there as such, are valid in the Philippines
generally. Thus, a marriage in Australia, which is valid under Australian law, is valid in
the Philippines. In such cases, because divorce is valid in Australia, a subsequent divorce
will be valid and recognised under Philippines law, that is, the divorcee will then be free
to remarry and such subsequemt marriage will be recognised under Philippine law.

For this reason, many Philippines citizens prefer to get married in Australia. Filipinos
who have been first married in the Philippines and who subsequently obtain a divorce in
Australia must note that generally the Australian divorce will not be recognised in the
Philippines and the first marriage will continue to be valid in that country. However, the

case of Philippines vs. Orbecido III (G.R. No. 154380, 5 October 2005) recognised as
valid that a divorce obtained by a Filipino who, at the time of the celebration of the
marriage was a Filipino citizen, but who later on, became naturalized as a foreign citizen
at the time he obtained the divorce decree. The reckoning point is not the citizenship of
the parties at the time of marriage, but their citizenship at the time a valid divorce is
obtained abroad by the non Philippine citizen spouse capacitating the latter to remarry.

To avoid legal issues, many Filipinos enter into a de facto partner relationship (same sex
or opposite sex) in cases where the visa of the Filipino partner allows him or her to live in
Australia for at least 12 months. A partner visa application may be lodged upon
completion of the 12 month de facto partner relationship without needing to obtaining a
divorce or annulment of his or her marriage in the Philippines.
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